Van Heusen’s end of season sale is here!

5 July 2011

Indulge in fashion extravaganza at Van Heusen

Bengaluru: This monsoon, embellish your wardrobe with elegant and stylish apparel from Van Heusen. The premium lifestyle brand has announced the much-awaited End of Season Sale.

Van Heusen brings you a chance to be in sync with the latest fashion trends at amazing prices. You can cruise through the collections and choose from an array of dazzling colours, styles and patterns.

Starting on July 8th, Van Heusen offers exciting discounts for Men and women. Walk into any Van Heusen store and enjoy discounts of up to 40% on menswear, V-Dot and Van Heusen Sport. For women the offer is even more exciting - Buy 1 garment get 30% off, Buy 2 garments get 40% off on discounted merchandise.

So hurry and be the first to grab stylish apparel from Van Heusen’s Spring Summer 2011 collection at unbelievable prices and make the most of these exhilarating bargains!

Offer valid across all Van Heusen exclusive stores except Tamil Nadu & Kerala.

About Van Heusen
Van Heusen is the world’s No.1 dress shirt brand. It’s no different in India, except that it is also the country’s No. 1 premium lifestyle brand for men, women and youth. With a rich heritage of 128 years, the brand entered India in 1990. It has had the unique distinction of establishing not only the brand, but also the ready-to-wear category. The brand epitomises ‘fashion for the corporate’, and its design driver is the combination of fashion and elegance. Since its launch in 1990, Van Heusen has consistently tracked and understood the Indian male. In the last two decades the clothing preferences of Indian men have undergone many stages of evolution. At each turning point Van Heusen has stood witness to these changes – and has been ahead of the curve when it has come to forecasting emerging trends and making it accessible to the Indian consumer.

PARTICIPATING VAN HEUSEN EXCLUSIVE STORES:

AHMEDABAD: CG Road: 40023471 • Iscon Mall: 40026335

AHMEDNAGAR: Kedare Arcade: 2424277

AMRITSAR: Alpha One Mall: 5058071 • The Celebration Mall: 5031791

AURANGABAD: Prozone Mall: 6618194

BANGALORE: Brigade Road: 25585994 • Garuda Mall: 41531022 • Forum: 22067606 • Jayanagar 4th Block: 41749411

• Indiranagar 100 Ft. Road: 42115478 • Commercial Street: 25594677 • Bannerghatta: Gopalan Innovation Mall: 41329367 • Kamanahalli: 25457157 • Meenakshi Mall:

DEHRADUN: Rajpur Road: 6454544 DURGAPUR: Junction Mall: 9233500881